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INTRODUCTION

This replication guide
is designed as a tool
for individuals and
organizations interested in
purchasing a mobile home
park and redeveloping it
into a mixed income and/
or multi-generational
community with increased
housing density.

In 2004, the Sunrise Trailer Court mobile home park
was purchased by Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Charlottesville, Virginia, with the intention of transforming
the park into a mixed income community with increased
housing density. The Habitat Board of Directors took
the unprecedented measure of committing to the
value of non-displacement, providing residents of the
mobile home park at the time of purchase a variety of
affordable housing options in the new development for
as long as they chose to remain in residence. In 2012,
the transformed neighborhood includes housing options
that maximize land use and affordable housing stock,
such as single family attached homes, apartments, and
condominiums, while building on the strengths of the
original mobile home court, including shared community
outdoor spaces.
Marion Dudley was raised in the Belmont-Carlton,
“Hogwaller,” neighborhood of Charlottesville, Virginia, and
has lived there for 63 years. She and her husband moved
into the Sunrise Trailer Court more than 32 years ago and
made it “not a trailer home, but a home.” Mrs. Dudley says
her neighbors are “like her family,” and she developed
strong friendships within the surrounding community as
well. When a local developer met with Mrs. Dudley and
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her mobile home park neighbors in 2004,
they were “shocked” to learn they would be
required to vacate the neighborhood in a
matter of months. Although Mrs. Dudley had
the option of moving in with her sister, some
20 miles from her neighborhood, she knew
that most of her older adult neighbors had
nowhere else to go “… and to pull your roots
up and try to start all over again, especially
when you’re a senior, that’s a very scary
experience.”1
Mrs. Dudley, who spent most of her life as
a quiet introvert, decided to stand up and
fight. As luck would have it, Habitat for
Humanity of Greater Charlottesville was able
to purchase the contract of sale from the
would-be developer. Once the mobile home
park residents learned who now owned the
land and began to get to know the Habitat
staff personally through individual and group
meetings, “…things started changing for us.
Habitat was coming to speak to us about
their plan, and any issues we had, they were
laid to rest.”

2

The redevelopment project was a long time in
coming; seven years after their meeting with
the local developer, residents of the Sunrise
Trailer Court moved into their new three-story
complex of rental apartments, aptly named
the “Promise Keeper.” Sunrise Trailer Court
residents were offered new, safe, affordable
housing, with housing costs no greater than
they had been paying while residing in their
mobile homes.
Mrs. Dudley is very grateful for her new
apartment. However, she says the transition
has not always been an easy one. She
developed a strong attachment to her
mobile home, and now she can stand on her
porch and watch as, 500 feet away, Habitat
volunteers deconstruct her old home to save
parts for other housing projects. “I think all
of us would have preferred to have stayed
put,” she says “but we know that as we aged,
trying to keep up one of these mobile homes
would be virtually impossible.”
Mrs. Dudley is now living in her comfortable
and fully accessible third-floor apartment,
which she says she loves, with her husband
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and their three birds. Every morning she
enjoys her coffee while sitting on her
balcony, overlooking Central Virginia’s
mountains and sky. Leaning against the
railing and surveying the neighborhood, Mrs.
Dudley smiles, “the view’s better from up
here,” she says.2

WçÙÖÊÝ
This replication guide is designed as a tool
for individuals and organizations interested
in purchasing a mobile home park and
redeveloping it into a mixed income and/
or multi-generational community with
increased housing density. From the
assessment of whether to purchase
a mobile home park to financing for
building and construction, this guide will
illuminate the planning process, including
big successes, small wins, challenges,
and potential pitfalls to avoid. The guide
includes the lessons of Habitat for Humanity
of Greater Charlottesville (HFHGC)
leaders, volunteers, residents, funders,
and community partners. Checklists and
measurement tools are provided to assist
the reader in assessing the feasibility of

purchasing a mobile home park and the
readiness of the surrounding community
and residents, measuring progress, building
partnerships, and inviting stakeholders to
the table.
Funding to create this guide was provided
by AARP Foundation, the charitable affiliate
of AARP, in partnership with Habitat
for Humanity of Greater Charlottesville
(HFHGC) to provide services to residents
aged 50-plus. AARP Foundation focuses
on four priority areas where action and
legal advocacy will have the greatest
impact: hunger, income, housing, and
isolation. At least 13 million households
of residents aged 50-plus struggle with
unaffordable and/or inadequate housing.
AARP Foundation is working side by side
with trusted organizations and communities
to address this housing crisis, so that all
people over the age of 50, regardless of
their physical ability, have access to a home
that is structurally safe, affordable, and
meets their physical needs.
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AARP Foundation and Habitat for Humanity
of Greater Charlottesville (HFHGC) hope
this guide will be used by communities and
organizations across the United States to
replicate the process of mobile home park
redevelopment to create mixed income,
multi-generational communities without
displacing current residents.

<ù½ÃÄãÝ¥ÊÙ^çÝÝ¥ç½
ZÖ½®ã®ÊÄ
Seven key elements are identified as critical
for successfully replicating the HFHGC
redevelopment of a mobile home park
into a vibrant mixed income and/or multi-
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generational community. This replication
guide is designed and organized around
these seven key elements, described below:

11.	
  

Community Readiness.
The City of Charlottesville, Virginia
recognized the need for increased
affordable housing stock. Land
for development within the City
was at a premium, with standard
buildable lot prices escalating from
approximately $13,000 in 2000 to
upwards of $80,000 by 2004. Local
examples of naturally occurring
mixed income communities indicated
that market rate buyers were willing
to purchase homes in lower income
neighborhoods, and resulting home
resale prices were not significantly
reduced from the original, market
rate purchase price.

22.	
  

Diverse and Inclusive
Communities.
The HFHGC team was committed to
the vision of a strong and inclusive
neighborhood that honors the
skills and diversity of the residents
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living within the mobile home park
community and remains accessible
for residents of all income levels,
ages, and ethnicities. The value of
non-displacement was a central
tenet of this approach and was
communicated to residents and the
community from the onset of the
development process.

33.	
  

Logical and Sensible Business
Approach.
The purchase and redevelopment
process made financial sense.
HFHGC spent considerable time
assessing the financial feasibility
of the purchase and designing a
business model that would pay for
itself through projected future sales
and rental income. HFHGC leaders
were able to secure land through a
blend of public and private funds, and
to leverage the land equity they had
to secure a bank loan. This funding
provided the resources HFHGC
needed to purchase and develop
the mobile home park into a vibrant,

mixed income, multi-generational,
and ecologically friendly community.

44.	
  

Strong and Adaptable
Organizational Structure.
To accomplish the transformation
required new roles for Board
members and staff, and some
restructuring within the organization.
Many job descriptions were altered
and staff members were assigned
additional responsibilities. Out
of necessity, the Board’s focus
shifted from hands-on work to more
strategic governance. Attention
was dedicated to the nominating
process, with a greater emphasis
on identifying and cultivating new
Board members with a variety of
professional skills and community
connections.

55.	
  

Resident Engagement.
The HFHGC team saw the benefits of
engaging mobile home park residents
early and often in the process
of community redevelopment.
Residents of the mobile home park
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are at the center of decision-making
in this successful redevelopment
of a community that maintains
the neighborhood’s character and
connections. Residents provided
essential information and opened up
community networking opportunities
that assisted developers and builders
in designing a neighborhood that
reflected residents’ needs.

66.	
  

6

Partnerships with Key
Stakeholders.
As a local nonprofit organization
with strong reputational capital, the
HFHGC team had already established
important partnerships and
relationships within the community’s
public and private sectors prior
to developing Sunrise Park. Local
and state government office staff
knew of HFHGC as a successful and
sustainable high–quality builder,
and its affiliation with Habitat for

Humanity International (HFHI)
contributed to HFHGC’s credibility.
Relationships that were critical in the
course of the redevelopment project
included those with local builders
and contractors, local financial
institutions and lenders, faculty
and students of the University of
Virginia local government, donors,
developers, and volunteers.

77.	
  

Efficient, Flexible, and Green
Design.
The successful execution of an
increased density, mixed income
community relies on creative and
careful design. Some Sunrise
Park design elements include:
ecologically friendly materials, green
site features, flexible architecture,
shared common space, and housing
products that appeal to market rate
purchasers.
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The guide is drawn from the collective
experiences of stakeholders, direct service
providers, Board members, staff, donors,
residents, developers and volunteers
involved in the seven-year process of mobile
home park redevelopment with Habitat for
Humanity of Greater Charlottesville, Virginia.
Interviews were conducted with:

The report is divided into eight sections
that span the three phases of the project:
(1) Pre-development assessment,
(2) Redevelopment planning and (3)
Implementation. Several chapters include
a list of “Steps to Take,” and four pull out
“Checklist” sections are included to help
readers ensure that the redevelopment
process is on track and moving forward
effectively and efficiently.

 Stakeholders: HFHGC Executive
Director, selected members of the
Board and staff, and volunteers
 Sunrise Park residents
 Builders, developers, and contractors
 Public sector constituents, such as
the City of Charlottesville Director
of the Department of Neighborhood
Development Services
 Financial advisors and lenders
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AARP Foundation and Habitat for Humanity
of Greater Charlottesville are grateful to
their Board members, staff, and volunteers
for their dedication to making the dream of
a vibrant, mixed income, multi-generational,
multi-cultural community a reality at Sunrise
Park. A special thanks to those who were
interviewed in the process of creating this
guide: HFHGC Executive Director, Dan
Rosensweig; HFHGC Deputy Director, Ryan
Jacoby; and HFHGC staff members, Katie
Kellett, Steven Luck, Shelley Cole, Anne
Ternes, and Rush Bailey; former HFHGC
Board Chair, Lynne Conboy; former HFHGC
Executive Director, Overton McGehee;
HFHGC building and construction partners,
Don Franco, Charlie Armstrong, and Michael
O’Donnell; City of Charlottesville Director
of Neighborhood Development Services,
James Tolbert; HFHGC Partner Families,
Beverly Anderson, Adrian Anderson, and
Cheri Greene; Sunrise Park Promise Keeper
residents, Marion Dudley and Dorothy
Williams; University of Virginia faculty
member, Professor Peter Ochs; and former
City of Charlottesville Mayor, Dave Norris.
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Thank you to the 2012 HFHGC intern, Tran
Le, for conducting and transcribing personal
interviews, and for preparing early drafts of
the report.
At the heart of Sunrise Park is a vibrant
community center that attracts and engages
residents of all generations. This remarkable
gathering place was made possible through
a gift from the family of John Kluge, who
saw the center as an opportunity to “provide
full life and compassionate care to allow
others to live with meaning, joy and grace.”
AARP Foundation and Habitat for Humanity
of Greater Charlottesville are especially
thankful to the Kluge Foundation for its
vision and commitment to carry the gift
through.
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In the City of Charlottesville, Virginia, a
transformational affordable housing project
has taken place. Residents of Sunrise Trailer
Court, a low income mobile home park,
joined with Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Charlottesville (HFHGC) and market rate
builders to create Sunrise Park, a vibrant,
inclusive, multi-generational, mixed income
neighborhood.
Prior to the transformation in 2012,
Sunrise Trailer Court was a mobile home
community marked by close friendships,
where residents treated one another like
family members and “watched each others’
backs.”3 Originally established in the 1950s,
Sunrise Trailer Court sat on 2.3 acres in an
urban area of the City of Charlottesville,
Virginia. Most residents within the mobile
home park had lived there for several
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decades and developed long-standing
relationships with their neighbors and within
their community. Sunrise Trailer Court
residents had grown to love their homes and
the outdoor space associated with mobile
home living.
When HFHGC purchased the land in
2004, its Board of Directors and Executive
Director committed to the core value of
non-displacement for residents. This meant
that everyone living at Sunrise Trailer Court
would have the option to remain on the site
once the new development was complete.
Nine of the sixteen original Sunrise Trailer
Court resident families elected to remain
living on site during and after redevelopment
to the new Sunrise Park.
The redeveloped, mixed income Sunrise
Park now occupies one full city block,
consisting of up to 66 housing units once it
is fully built out. The site plan calls for two
sixteen to eighteen-unit apartment buildings
(with one completed during the first phase
of the project) and approximately thirty
single family attached homes.
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The residents of the current and projected
housing units will reflect a range of incomes,
backgrounds, and ages.
 Approximately twenty-two housing
units are to be sold to Habitat for
Humanity of Greater Charlottesville
(HFHGC) Partner Families, earning
approximately 25–60% of the area
median income (AMI). Most of these
families have children and some are
single individuals.
 Eight families are former Sunrise
Trailer Court mobile home residents
who elected to remain in residence.
Although nine families elected to
remain living in the redevelopment,
one older adult family relocated to
full-time assisted living care, due to
health concerns. The eight families
are mostly older adults whose ages
range from 50 to 92 years. Their
income range is from 0–25% of AMI.

 The thirty market rate, single family
attached homes, some of which
are on the market at the time
of publication, are to be sold for
between $200,000 and $260,000.
It is anticipated that the majority of
buyers of these remaining homes will
be families, couples seeking an urban
environment, or single adults without
children.
The conceptual design of Sunrise Park is
as a community hub, bringing together
residents within the mixed income
neighborhood as well as residents of the
surrounding Belmont-Carlton community.
Two large, communal “back yard” spaces of
25,000 square feet each, or roughly onethird of the overall space, have been created
at the center of Sunrise Park to promote
socializing, play, and community activities.
A 2,400 square-foot community center
space is located in the Promise Keeper
building. The Sunrise Community Center
is a common area where residents are
able to read quietly, socialize, or engage in
organized activities. The space provides a
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large kitchen and “living room” area with
rooms for interaction and exercise. The
Community Center layout includes one
large central space that can be divided into
two separate rooms or support one large
group activity. Organized inter-generational
activities such as bingo, cooking and baking
clubs, tutoring for school-aged children,
and meditation and exercise classes are
available for all residents. Many residents
cultivate and plant the Sunrise Park
community garden, located adjacent to
the Sunrise Community Center. Garden
produce is used in resident cooking classes
to encourage healthy eating and teach the
benefits of using local produce and plantbased nutrition for a healthy diet.

ÝÝÝÝ®Ä¦ã«^®ã
Consistent with the practice of the majority
of Habitat for Humanity International
affiliates, HFHGC’s general approach had
been to construct individual family homes
on single lots. Yet, by 2004, the available
lots for partner family homes in the region
tended to be located in isolated rural
environments, perpetuating patterns of
unhealthy sprawl development and creating
inefficiencies for rural residents commuting
into the City for employment opportunities.
As staff studied alternative building sites,
a distinct approach to finding land began
to emerge. HFHGC staff completed an
assessment of the region’s mobile home
park housing units, finding that many of
these dwellings met Habitat’s “distressed
housing” conditions, including sinking
foundations, leaking roofs, plumbing,
heating, or electrical problems, mold,
overcrowding, and location within a highcrime neighborhood.4
HFHGC’s research into the housing market
and housing purchase prices also revealed

12
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that City residents who were purchasing
housing at a market rate were receptive
to living in mixed income neighborhoods.
Relatively higher cost market rate homes
purchased and sold within a nearby mixed
income level neighborhood containing
Habitat homes, older un-renovated homes,
and renovated or newer homes, maintained
market rate property value when sold in
the real estate market. HFHGC staff also
understood from interviews and community
assessments within the Belmont-Carlton
neighborhood that neighbors favored the
development of owner-occupied, rather than
renter-occupied, homes.
As a result of this research, the HFHGC
Executive Director and Board members
began to consider the possibility of
purchasing and redeveloping a mobile
home park that would accelerate their
ability to provide more affordable housing
to Charlottesville residents. When the
Sunrise Trailer Court was placed on the
market for sale in 2003, and Habitat
leaders learned that the residents faced the
imminent prospect of losing their homes in

the redevelopment, the HFHGC directors
and staff understood that this was an
opportunity to act on their convictions.
Prior to making the purchase, the Habitat
team took a step back to evaluate the
commercial value of the property and
determine whether the projected costs
would be offset by anticipated revenues.
They considered potential rental income
and fixed operating costs, such as taxes,
insurance, and property management, as
well as projected expenses to improve
and maintain the infrastructure of streets,
sidewalks, lighting, and landscaping within
the park. They researched financing costs,
anticipating both the interest rates they
would pay to finance the property and the
projected rate of return on rentals and
sales once the property was developed.
(See Section IV: Business Sense: Financial
Stability and Sustainability.)
To fully understand the future market,
HFHGC leadership paid for an appraisal of
the property and explored its redevelopment
potential. As part of this, the HFHGC team
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completed a series of best and worse case
scenarios. For example, if they were unable
to sell the market rate units, would HFHGC
be willing to operate a mobile home park
indefinitely? Or, if they were unable to secure
financing, would HFHGC be able to sell
the property prior to redevelopment, and
recapture their investment? (A fuller set of
considerations is included in “Steps to Take:
Site Selection: Infrastructure and Residents.”)
Once the team had completed this
assessment and believed the purchase was
feasible, the HFHGC Executive Director
presented a vision to his Board members
and staff making the case for the sale. The
intent was to advance the development of
local affordable housing stock by owning
and controlling the Sunrise Trailer Court
site. Because of rapidly escalating land
costs and unwillingness of local builders to
incorporate Habitat for Humanity homes
in their new projects, HFHGC leadership
knew they would best serve the organization
and partner families by owning the land

14

and becoming developers. Doing so would
allow HFHGC to create the vibrant mixed
income community they envisioned and
simultaneously meet their organizational
mission of creating affordable housing.
HFHGC board members often said of the
process “it wasn’t that we wanted to be
developers, we had to be developers.”

Steps to Take: Site Selection:
Infrastructure and Residents
When selecting a site for redevelopment
into a mixed income, increased housing
density neighborhood, there are at least two
areas to become expert in: (1) the quality,
scope, and cost of maintaining current and
projected infrastructure, and (2) the needs
and desires of current mobile home park
residents. The knowledge gained by looking
at these two components shapes future
redevelopment financing and planning.
This first table details the infrastructure
assessment, followed by steps to take to
assess resident receptivity early in the
pre-purchase phase.
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Key Questions

Why This Information Is Useful

1. What are the
physical assets
and revenues of
the property?

Understanding the current occupancy rate, the amount of rent being collected
regularly, and available cash reserves will help project future income and cash
flow. It may also be useful in uncovering potential ways to increase revenues,
such as increasing pad rental fees, adding to the density of the lots, or
providing higher quality maintenance in exchange for higher rents.

2. What are the
projected
operating costs?

Fixed costs such as insurance, property management, and taxes need to be
built into the financial model from the date of purchase through development.

3. What is the
physical
condition of the
mobile home
park?

A walk-through of the property with detailed assessments of the quality of the
roads, sidewalks, trees and landscaping, sewage systems, and electric and
gas hookups is key in understanding start-up repair costs as well as ongoing
maintenance. If conditions are poor, the business plan should include reserve
funds for emergencies and shared community amenities. An estimate of the
amount of deferred maintenance necessary allows the prospective purchaser
to generate a business plan to decide if the asset can be held during planning
and redevelopment.

4. What is the value
of the property?

An appraisal that accounts for the redevelopment potential will provide a
figure to be used in financing and to help negotiate a fair market value price
for the property.

5. What is the
redevelopment
potential with
regard to
density, land
use, and zoning
regulations?

Understanding these laws, and the local legislators’ receptivity to changing
them, is key in building a high-density development. Organizations will also
want to consult the area’s Comprehensive Plan to understand the current and
projected land use for the parcel.

6. What type of
financing is
available?

Confirming how much equity is required to secure the property and the rate
of return on investment will factor into the feasibility process. Would owners
be willing to finance the purchase for an organization or discount the price in
exchange for a promise not to displace residents? An interest-only loan might
allow an organization to hold the property while using mobile home park pad
rental fees to amortize the loan during redevelopment.

15
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Simultaneous to conducting the
infrastructure and initial financial
assessments, organizational leaders
benefit from meeting with the mobile home

16

park owner and residents early on to ask
key questions about the community. The
following chart includes some of the initial
questions to ask.

Key Questions

Why This Information Is Useful

1. How many mobile homes are in the
mobile home park, and how many
residents live here?

Number of mobile homes that will need to be moved
or sold. Number of residents to connect with, contact,
inform, and the potential scope of the redevelopment.

2. Are residents mostly older adults,
families with children, or younger
single people?

Planning services for residents during and after
redevelopment: aging-in-place design, services tailored
for older adults, intergenerational community center
services, after-school programs for youth.

3. Do most residents have a lease
agreement for their mobile home
pad? How much (on average) do
residents pay per month for their
mobile home space?

Information regarding the number of lease agreements
in place and the amount of income currently generated
from the mobile home lease agreements will assist in
evaluating organizational ability to hold the asset and
obtain financing for redevelopment.

4. What is the owner’s relationship with
the current residents?

Assessment of the relationship between the current
owner and residents provides information about whether
and how to align with the owner (if the relationship
is positive) or create some distance from the owner
(negative or contentious relationship) when reaching out
to engage residents.
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Key Questions

Why This Information Is Useful

5. Has any information regarding
the sale of the mobile home park
already been shared with residents?

Initiating early resident contact and engagement is key.

6. Do most residents own or lease
their mobile homes? During what
year were most of the mobile homes
built?

Residents who lease their mobile homes will need to inform
the mobile home owner, adding a time consuming step to
the decision-making process regarding relocating or selling
mobile homes. Mobile homes manufactured before 1978
may not be moved to mobile home parks, and many mobile
homes, regardless of age, are in degraded condition and
cannot be moved.

7. Is the site near major roads and
highways, markets or grocery stores,
and centers for health and wellness?

Employed people must have access to work and
transportation to be self-contributing participants of the
community. All residents will benefit from easy access to
grocery stores and shops.

8. What are the demographic
characteristics of the surrounding
neighborhood and the mobile home
park?

Residents’ ages, incomes, educational levels, languages
spoken and understood, and ethnic diversity will inform
an approach to resident engagement. Know up front
whether residents understand the information being
shared with them, or whether translation or interpreter
services are required.

9. Are the residents receptive to a new
owner?

Residents’ willingness to work with a new owner is
crucial in planning a redevelopment together. If residents
are resistant, extensive time will need to be spent to
build and earn trust prior to the transformation.
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When making the decision to purchase
a mobile home park, the following
information and behavior is key:

CHECKLIST
PURCHASING A MOBILE HOME PARK
RESEARCH ATTRIBUTES OF THE MOBILE HOME PARK COMMUNITY.
Find out who lives in the community to determine the best ways to engage residents
and begin to build a vision of redevelopment that will address their needs. Are residents
mostly younger and transitory, or older adults who have established community networks?
Is there a group of residents interested in working with your organization as community
liaisons and leaders?

ASSESS DESIRABILITY OF THE LOCATION.
Seek a development location that people of multiple income levels find a desirable place
to live. Consider proximity to schools, grocery stores, public transportation, major roads
and highways, and local city or town amenities.

UNDERSTAND COMMUNITY NEEDS AND VALUES.
Look for these pre-existing conditions: If affordable housing options are limited and
community values indicate that residents of a higher income level are amenable to
purchasing homes in neighborhoods with lower income level residents, then there will be
more receptivity to a mixed income project.

COMMUNICATE WITH CURRENT RESIDENTS.
Contact and communicate with the mobile home park residents early and often. Residents
will experience a high level of anxiety and fear that they are going to lose their homes. Ask
residents: “What do you value most about your community and neighborhood?” “How long
have you lived in this mobile home community?” “What skills and abilities will you bring,
and what are some of the things you’d like to see in the new development?” “Would you
be interested in taking a greater role in the redevelopment process, as a resident leader?”
Create and share a plan for communication with residents, keeping them informed during
each phase of the redevelopment project.
18
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Located in Central Virginia, near the Blue
Ridge Mountains and the University of
Virginia, the City of Charlottesville is a highly
desirable place to live and is home to more
than 43,000 people.5 Surrounding the City
of Charlottesville, the County of Albemarle
is populated by another 101,000 people.6 In
both the City and the County, housing and
land costs have increased significantly over
the last decade. More than 1,100 families
are on waiting lists for public housing and
housing choice vouchers in the City of
Charlottesville, where a moratorium on
vouchers has been in effect since 2008.
Additionally, approximately 4,000 families in
the City spend more than half (50%) of their
incomes on housing.7
By 2004, land prices in the City of
Charlottesville and Albemarle County had
escalated rapidly, and the affordable housing
supply was not keeping pace with demand.

The affordable housing being built was
not dispersed within economically diverse
communities; rather, it was located within
significantly distressed neighborhoods
or built on single lots in isolated rural
environments.8
The Belmont-Carlton neighborhood is a
historical community that surrounds Sunrise
Park. Sunrise Park lies just southeast of
the center of Charlottesville’s original
livestock market, formerly known as the
“Hogwaller,” and is home to nearly 3,500
residents within its one square mile
perimeter. Although this neighborhood has
seen significant gentrification over the past
fifteen years, resident household incomes
are nearly $7,000 less than the median
annual income for the City of Charlottesville.
Nearly 38% of residents report a “less than
high school” education level.9 The average
cost of housing in this neighborhood was
approximately $156,000 in 2009, or about
$100,000 less than the average cost of a
home in the City of Charlottesville.10
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The HFHGC leadership spent time assessing
whether the residents in and around the
mobile home park would be receptive
to the idea of the redevelopment and
gauging whether key stakeholders would
support the transition to a mixed income
development. By interviewing surrounding
neighbors, neighborhood association
leaders, City councilors, and government
planners, HFHGC leadership was able to
assess the level of support for an affordable
housing development with more intense
density and usage and traffic activity
than the existing mobile home park (see
Section VII: Meaningful and Comprehensive
Partnerships).
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The needs of older adults were at the
forefront of HFHGC’s planning for the
redeveloped community at Sunrise Park.
Investigation into the broader community
indicated that Belmont-Carlton residents
(median age approximately 35 years) were
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significantly older than residents in the City
of Charlottesville (median age approximately
25 years)11 and were likely to utilize services
that would benefit older adults. According
to the 2008 census, more than 25% of
the Charlottesville population is aged 50
and over, and that number was rapidly
growing.12,13
Given the age of Sunrise Trailer Court
residents—most of the families and
individuals were adults, ages 70–92—the
HFHGC team understood that there would
be additional housing needs and services
for older adults. Thus, they designed
the Promise Keeper apartment and
condominium units with the concept of a
full and active life for older adults while they
continue living in their own residences. For
example, doorways were widened to allow
wheelchair accessibility and bathroom
tiling was re-enforced to allow for shower
grab-bar handles that will support an adult’s
weight.
The Sunrise Community Center was
designed to address many of the activity,
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health, and wellness needs of older adults
and other park residents. The Sunrise
Community Center was founded on the key
principles for success of multi-generational
community and wellness centers,
specifically:
 Multi-generational programming:
People of many ages are able to use
the center, enhancing community
unity; children and older adults are
able to interact together.
 Community driven and resident
led: Members take some ownership
in center programming and design,
leading many of the center activities
themselves.
 Alignment with community needs
and resources: The center is
designed with the needs of the local
community in mind and located in an
easily accessible area, the center of
Sunrise Park. The design model takes
advantage of existing community
resources, such as local nonprofit

agencies, higher education, and
public and civic organizations.
 Identification of effective
outcomes: Center programming
has definable and measurable
outcomes evaluated to promote
center efficiency and demonstrate
meaningful change. Key outcomes
include allowing older adults
to remain in their homes and
communities for as long as possible,
decreasing isolation of older
residents, and increased access to
nutritional foods, support services,
and publicly available benefits.
 Continuous improvement: The
center is organized and evaluated
to consistently meet and anticipate
the changing needs of its members
and participants. The resulting
environment is welcoming and
“ageless,” focused on fun, food,
and physical health while promoting
participants’ stability and selfreliance.
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Additionally, AARP Foundation intends to
continue to partner with HFHGC and Sunrise
Park residents by making its direct services,
described below, available to local residents
within Sunrise Park and the surrounding
Belmont-Carlton neighborhood. These
services will help meet the basic needs and
increase the financial stability of vulnerable
adults age 50 and over. AARP Foundation
intends for these services to contribute to
residents’ ability to be economically selfreliant:
Benefits Access & Outreach (Benefits
QuickLink)
 AARP Foundation offers online tools
that help residents navigate and
take advantage of public benefit
programs.
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide
 AARP Foundation Tax-Aide is the
nation’s largest volunteer-run tax
preparation and assistance service.
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide volunteers
work with low-to-moderate income
taxpayers, especially those age 60
and older, to help them get all the
deductions and claims they deserve.
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Senior Community Service Employment
Program (SCSEP)
 Senior Community Service
Employment Program (SCSEP)
provides community services and
work-based training to low-income,
unemployed older Americans age
55-plus.
The HFHGC director and staff spent time
with the original Sunrise Park residents
and spoke with them individually about the
housing options that would be available.
Each resident was given a choice to apply
for the Habitat homeownership program or
to live in one of the affordable rental units
within the redeveloped neighborhood. Each
of the older adult residents from the mobile
home park elected to rent, rather than own,
apartment-style housing within the Promise
Keeper building. Older adults indicated that
taking responsibility for a mortgage was
not the preferred choice for them at this
point in their lives.14 Offering an apartment
rental option made sense for the older adult
residents, and HFHGC made that option
available through a separate entity, Sunrise
Park, LLC, which maintains ownership of the
building.
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The process, from land purchase to
moving into the Promise Keeper apartment
building, took place over a period of
seven years. During this time, one older
adult experienced a stroke, another the
death of her spouse. In each case, fellow
residents rallied to support their friends
and neighbors, and HFHGC supported the
individuals and families by keeping in close
contact and connecting them with outside
services as necessary.
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Steps to Take: Researching the Community to Understand
Needs and Assets
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Steps to Take

Why This Information Is Useful

1. Review existing community needs
assessments. Check with the local Health
Department and other human service and
planning organizations for recent studies,
demographic analysis, and information
about community needs and resources.

Understand community background and needs.
Find ways to meet mobile home park residents’ and
community members’ needs. Doing so allows for a
more focused and responsive affordable housing
design.

2. Assess whether there is local support
for increased density and mixed
income housing among public leaders
and residents. Interview and build
relationships with local legislators to gain
support for rezoning the property.

When a community’s leaders are focused on
identifying and supporting affordable housing
efforts, they are more apt to be receptive to a mobile
home park transformation. If local community and
residents are averse to increased housing density,
housing units are much less likely to be desirable. If
market rate purchasers and community members are
not amenable to living within or near a mixed income
neighborhood, the likelihood of success is decreased
significantly.

3. Connect with other services and agencies
working within the area to understand
residents’ needs.

Other organizations may be willing to partner to
assist in meeting resident needs during or after the
transformation. Partnerships with high quality human
service agencies convey credibility with residents
and local government entities, and provide more
resources at the site.

4. Assess community strengths and the
skills and attributes residents bring to the
neighborhood and the area.

Residents’ talents and positive attributes, such as
public speaking, advocacy, established relationship
networks, individual and leadership talents, can be
an asset in strengthening a sense of community and
ownership.
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Once the Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Charlottesville (HFHGC) leadership had
decided to purchase the property, they
began to plan for the redevelopment.
This process entailed articulating
their values, adapting to a new way
of developing housing, aligning the
organization to adhere to and facilitate
these articulated values and practices,
and putting together a financial plan
that made logical business sense. While
the final concept for the redevelopment
would still be shaped in large part by
future residents and their desires, HFHGC
identified key parameters in this next
phase, such as the prevalence of an
older adult demographic and their desire
for shared space and social interaction,
that influenced the architectural plan
for Sunrise Park. The following sections
detail the manner in which this was
accomplished, and include steps to take
for replicating these processes.
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HFHGC leadership, Board members, and
staff were galvanized by the commitment
not to displace residents as part of Sunrise
Park redevelopment, and felt it was right to
create and communicate a value of nondisplacement for their Habitat affiliate to
formalize this commitment. In 2004, HFHGC
had taken the unprecedented step of
promising current residents that they would
have a “safe, decent, affordable” home
within their community.
This primary core value has driven
communication and redevelopment
decisions for Sunrise Park.
By 2007, another local mobile home park
owner, impressed by HFHGC’s commitment
to Sunrise Trailer Court residents, offered
HFHGC the opportunity to purchase her
346-unit mobile home park, the Southwood
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Mobile Home Park. She sold the property to
HFHGC for less than its appraised value and
offered favorable owner financing. HFHGC
purchased this property with the goal of
improving the physical and social condition
of the neighborhood in the short term, and
redeveloping the neighborhood for current
and future residents in the long term. The
two combined purchases were part of a new
vision for the organization.
In December 2007, HFHGC Executive
Director, Overton McGehee, presented a
vision of a “New Paradigm” to the HFHGC
Board of Directors, reflecting this new
approach to building affordable housing at
Sunrise Park, Southwood Mobile Home Park,
and elsewhere. Under the New Paradigm,
HFHGC would:
 Acquire and rezone high-potential
property;
 Build mixed housing structures,
such as condominiums and attached
homes;

 Design neighborhoods using urban
town center models; and
 Create mixed income neighborhoods.
The New Paradigm was designed to
encourage the investment of funds and
energy into the acquisition of land and
to form partnerships with other local
nonprofits and commercial builders
and developers. HFHGC leadership saw
the New Paradigm as a way to build
sustainable communities of a significant
size, impacting the affordable housing
crisis and building a balanced future for the
City of Charlottesville. As part of the New
Paradigm, high potential properties were to
be carefully selected based upon proximity
to jobs and public transportation.
In 2011, in the wake of beginning
construction at Sunrise Park, HFHGC
leadership, Board members, and staff came
together during a one-day retreat to further
spell out a set of core values that would
guide their planning and development work
at Southwood, and identify measures they

 Create neighborhood green space
and recreational facilities;
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would use to determine successes as the
project moves forward. The six core values
that HFHGC adopted were ratified by the

Board of Directors in October 2011, and are
described in the following statement:

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF GREATER CHARLOTTESVILLE
is committed to redeveloping the Southwood Mobile Home Park as a
well-designed, sustainable, mixed income community of substantial
benefit to the region guided by the following core values:
1. Non-displacement: Facilitating healthy re-housing choices for each current resident of
the mobile home park.
2. Net and sustained increase in affordable housing: Causing a significant increase in
the overall local affordable housing stock, responsive to the evolving regional need.
3. Community engagement: Creating a plan of development resulting from extensive
interaction with Southwood residents—taking into account their needs, desires and
abilities—and other stakeholders in the community (surrounding neighbors, County
officials, etc.).
4. Asset-based approach: Building on existing community assets by being responsive to
what is already good about Southwood, both socially and physically.
5. Self-help model: Basing redevelopment strategies on Habitat’s central belief that
a “hand up” is better than a “hand out.” Redevelopment will include substantial
opportunities for current residents and other low-income residents in the area to earn
the chance to build and purchase Habitat homes and/or otherwise participate in the
rebuilding of the community.
6. Fiscal responsibility: Managing the redevelopment process in a financially sustainable
way that allows Habitat to continue with its core mission of building affordable homes
into the future.
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The six core values to which HFHGC
committed at Southwood Mobile Home
Park are aligned with the organization’s
internal values, the New Paradigm, and
the mission and goals of Habitat for
Humanity International. These core values
are clear and concise and can easily be
communicated to residents, surrounding
neighbors, local and regional government
organizations, and media entities.

Steps to Take: Identifying
Core Values
Developing core values early on in the
redevelopment process promotes trust
building between residents and the
purchasing organization. Schedule a retreat
with organization board members and other
stakeholders when planning to develop
organizational core values. This approach
allows an opportunity for team building and
a commitment to a common vision for the
future.

Steps to Take

Why This Information Is Useful

1. Identify guiding principles and priorities
in purchasing and redeveloping the
mobile home park.

Guiding principles send an important message to
stakeholders and residents and clarify decision
making throughout the process.

2. Review and assess fit of redevelopment
purpose, approach, and priorities with
larger organizational mission and goals.

Assessing fit with overarching goals ensures
alignment of the redevelopment project with the
purchasing organization’s mission and integrates the
project into the organization’s core goals, strategies,
and priorities.

3. Create clear and simple statements
regarding the purchasing organization’s
responsibility to and expectations of
mobile home park residents.

Clear language promotes accountability among all
parties and creates an easy, accessible reference
should difficult decisions arise.
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In addition to articulating its core values and
aligning staffing and volunteers with this
new redevelopment strategy, HFHGC made
an early commitment to engage residents in
creating a vision for a transformed Sunrise
Park. Once the preliminary components
of the vision became clear, and after
having taken a few missteps related to
anticipated timeline, finances, and design,
HFHGC leadership employed a professional
developer to plot out the financial and
management considerations necessary to
help realize the concept.

Setting Parameters and
Expectations
When HFHGC began planning for a mixed
income neighborhood at Sunrise Park,
they understood the need for a compelling
vision that would attract a diverse group of
people to want to make it their home. At the
same time, they needed a vision that would
attract market rate purchasers to the newly
developed community, and continue to keep
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current residents committed and active. As
former HFHGC Executive Director, Overton
McGehee stated:
“This is a neighborhood where residents
were already looking after each other. What a
great situation to bring other people into. As
we bring other Habitat families in, they will
become a part of a tightly knit neighborhood.
And the same thing for the market rate
families. We’ll do it right and make sure that
those folks who are moving in get to know
the people who already live here, so they will
remain a tightly knit neighborhood.”
– Overton McGehee, HFHGC Executive
Director, 1997-2008
Creating a sense of partnership with the
community was important to HFHGC
leadership and staff, and they worked
closely with the Belmont-Carlton and nearby
Woolen Mills neighborhood associations as
well as with the original Sunrise Trailer Court
residents throughout the redevelopment
planning process. The Belmont-Carlton
neighborhood association supported the
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addition of affordable housing units, while
the original Sunrise residents preferred a
greater amount of outdoor living spaces
that would be shared among neighbors
or was visible from neighbors’ homes.
Along the way, the stakeholders learned
to work together. For example, housing
development partners were concerned
that market rate buyers would not elect to
purchase housing in an area that appeared
cluttered by outdoor storage. This was
significant in that many of the mobile
home park residents were accustomed to
using most of the space surrounding their
mobile home as outdoor storage. Through a
series of meetings, Sunrise Park residents
agreed that they wanted safe, clean, open
community spaces to walk and play, and
clean, “uncluttered” yards and balconies
visible to neighbors within and outside the
development. Residents were committed
to doing their part to help the project work,
so they willingly began to de-clutter their
mobile homes and the areas around them.
This episode and resolution is representative
of ways in which the transition from mobile

home housing to apartment-style units
initially provoked anxiety for many Sunrise
Trailer Court residents. Transitioning to
apartment housing units meant donating or
selling some of their belongings currently
being stored outside. To assist with this
transition, HFHGC staff engaged a “declutter consultant” to train residents, helped
residents remove unnecessary belongings
by holding community yard sales, and
worked with residents to donate or discard
items such as lawn mowers and weed
whackers. Although some residents still
missed being able to step outside their front
door into a green space, many were pleased
to know they would no longer be responsible
for mowing, weeding, and maintaining the
outdoor space surrounding their homes.
HFHGC and their development partners
recognized that, over the long term,
resident participation in a Home Owners
Association (HOA), a Condominium Owners
Association,15 and local Neighborhood
Association meetings would provide an
ongoing opportunity for everyone to share
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community expectations and negotiate an
appropriate approach. As one of the HFHGC
development partners stated:
“Any time you’re living this close, the value
of your asset, your house, is dependent
on what other people are doing to theirs
and how they’re acting. Having the Home
Owners Association is important so there
is consistency and reliability in how homes
are going to look, and how they will be
maintained. One of our goals all along has
been, when you walk through the park it
will be difficult to determine which are the
affordable housing units and which are the
market rate units.”16
— Don Franco, Community Results
Guided by residents’ needs, desires, and
strengths, as well as the assets of the
original community, HFHCG began to
create a broad concept for the Sunrise
Park development. It included the types of
buildings, the anticipated overall density,
the location and scope of outdoor space,
an approximate mix of unit types, the ratio
of affordable units to market rate units, the
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types of amenities, and the community feel
(including such things as shared outdoor
space instead of private yards.) A more
precise identification of shared activities,
the layout of the Sunrise Community Center
space, and use of the outdoor amenities
would come later as residents further
defined their vision and hopes for Sunrise
Park.

Logistics of Resident NonDisplacement
HFHGC leadership and staff had promised
Sunrise Trailer Court residents that they
would not be displaced from their homes as
part of the redevelopment of Sunrise Park.
Of the sixteen mobile homes in the mobile
home court, nine belonged to residents who
wished to remain on site during and after
the transition to Sunrise Park. To manage
this transition required creativity, flexibility,
and sequencing by the developers.
Sunrise Trailer Court was divided by “Easy
Street,” a main road dividing the land from
east to west. Seven mobile homes were
located on the east side of “Easy Street,”
furthest from the site designated for
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construction of the multi-level condominium.
To accommodate residents, two mobile
homes originally located on the west side
were moved approximately 75 feet, to pads
previously occupied by west side mobile
home court residents who chose not to
remain in the redeveloped Sunrise Park
community. Additionally, two mobile homes
on the east side were purchased by HFHGC
to temporarily accommodate west side
residents whose mobile homes could not be
moved.

Steps to Take: Developing
a Balanced and Inclusive
Community
When working to develop a balanced and
inclusive community, consider asking these
key questions to “pre-qualify” residents
renting homes or purchasing and moving
into the redeveloped neighborhood.
Responses to these questions will inform
the projected types of buildings, density
and outdoor space to be offered to future

residents. For example, if residents are older
and are predominantly interested in rental
housing, as opposed to home ownership,
then the plan would benefit from having
sufficient rental units available. This kind of
assessment can be best achieved through a
survey instrument that can be easily coded
and analyzed.
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Key Questions

Why This Information Is Useful

1. How many people will be living in your
household?

Assess the number of residents per housing unit
and the total number of residents in the projected
development.

2. How many full-time students will be
residing in your home?

Particularly for developments located near colleges
and universities, ensure the redevelopment does not
become off-campus student housing.

3. What is your gross monthly income from
all sources for all household members?

Assess individual or family ability to finance the
housing unit.

4. What is the amount of credit card or other
debt you have each month?

Assess ongoing financial responsibilities and need
for budget management assistance.

5. If you or your household members are
unemployed, do you receive benefit
income such as Social Security
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or
disability income?

Assess individual or family ability to finance the
housing unit with additional public income sources.

6. Can you or family members meet a federal
requirement for legal residency?

Assess whether federal and state funding that
restricts access to those with legal residency can be
used for development.

7. Do you or your household members
receive alimony or child support?

Assess individual or family ability to finance the
housing unit with additional income.

8. Do you or your household members
receive TANF (Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families)?

Assess individual or family ability to finance the
housing unit with additional, temporary public
assistance.
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Key Questions

Why This Information Is Useful

9. Do you have a checking, savings, or money Determine individual or family assets that may be
market account? What are the estimated
used to finance the housing unit or support family
balances in each of these accounts?
needs. For organizations that partner with families
to finance housing, this information is useful to
determine partner family eligibility.
10. If you are employed, do you participate in
any 401k or IRA savings plans?

Assessment of resident assets and planning informs
residents’ ability to finance a housing unit and their
potential to serve as a partner family.

11. Do you or your household members own
any other real estate?

Assessment of resident financial assets.

12. Do you receive any gift income from
friends or relatives?

Assessment of all additional sources of resident
income.

13. Do you have a housing choice voucher?

Assess resident resources in financing future
housing.

14. Have you or any of your household
members ever been evicted?

Assess resident history of rental property occupancy
and potential home ownership for resident ability
to adhere to leasing agreement and afford housing
options.

15. What skills, assets, and abilities will you
bring to the community?

Identify residents’ skills related to potential
assistance with education, volunteering, and
community development.

16. Would you have interest in participating
in meetings to plan the community with
other residents?

Identify residents’ interest in participating in a
community that values and emphasizes resident
participation.

17. What interests you about living in the
redeveloped community?

Assess the level of motivation and enthusiasm for
the redevelopment vision.
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Once residents had weighed in on the
vision they sought for Sunrise Park,
HFHGC leadership and staff balanced this
information with their knowledge of the City
of Charlottesville’s policies, opportunities,
and needs within the local housing market,
and the need to have the project make
financial sense. HFHGC leadership sought
a mix of housing that would allow them to
adequately fund the project, earn sufficient
revenue to sustain the land, and position
HFHGC to build additional financially
supported housing units. To further inform
the parameters, a team from HFHGC visited
successful mixed income communities in
Colorado, Oregon,17 Washington, North
Carolina, and nearby Virginia Beach and
Richmond, Virginia.
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The Sunrise Trailer Court land and mobile
home park was purchased by HFHGC for
$1 million, with an additional land parcel
bought for $235,000, added several years
later. A major private donor provided a
one-time donation of $400,000 to HFHGC
almost immediately upon learning of the
Sunrise Trailer Court purchase in 2004.
Additional financial support followed,
including a $500,000 loan from the Virginia
Housing Development Authority (VHDA).
HFHGC staff understood that a balance
between affordable housing and market
rate housing options would be necessary to
finance the bank loan for the redevelopment
project and make their vision possible. In
order to fulfill the housing commitment to
Sunrise Trailer Court residents and prevent
the development of a “pocket of poverty”
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housing within the City, they pursued a
public-private financing approach that
integrated families of multiple income levels.
HFHGC decided to contract with KG
Associates, a local Charlottesville developer,
to plan and develop Sunrise Park. Later,
Don Franco, one on the principles in KG
Associates, started a separate company,
Community Results, LLC, for which he is
the managing partner. Community Results
agreed to handle the entitlement process,
which required rezoning the property for
higher density development. Community
Results also directed the site planning, the
phasing of mobile home relocation, the site
construction, and the production of lots
for development. Community Results was
exceptional in that they had a social justice
as well as a development mission. Franco
saw the opportunity to work with HFHGC
as a way to give back to the community and
to continue working during the economic
downturn, when market rate building and
construction opportunities were significantly
reduced.

Prior to adopting the New Paradigm, HFHGC
relied almost exclusively upon a financial
model that drew largely upon advance
funding from local charitable organizations
to provide the cost of building a single
family’s home. When complete, the home
was sold to a Habitat Partner Family with
a zero-interest first mortgage, and a final
forgivable mortgage with a balance that
dissolved over time as the family stayed in
and cared for their home. The mortgage
payments from the Habitat Partner Family
fed a “Fund for Humanity” that helped
provide funding for subsequent partner
family homes. HFHGC partner families earn
these loans by performing “sweat equity” in
the form of (up to 500 hours of) volunteer
service—building either their own home
or the homes of other partner families,
volunteering with office administrative tasks,
or volunteering at the Habitat Store.
Although the basic elements of this funding
model remain, including the “Fund for
Humanity,” the HFHGC team’s commitment
to changing its approach from building
homes to developing communities has
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necessitated utilizing additional means of
financing, including major donors, grants,
public sector incentives, land sales, and
loans.

communities, and are willing to give larger
gifts to support the vision of mixed income,
multi-generational neighborhoods.

Major Donors

Several large foundation grants were
secured to support funding of the Sunrise
Park redevelopment. One $200,000 grant
was provided to the HFHGC organization
by a local foundation, influenced strongly
by a supportive and involved former
Board member. The funds were intended
to increase affordable housing stock in
the City of Charlottesville, and support
the development of mixed income
neighborhoods.

Several major one-time gifts were cultivated
early in the Sunrise Park redevelopment
process. The initial $400,000 gift from an
anonymous donor in 2004 was followed
by a one-time donation of $150,000 from
another anonymous donor in 2005. HFHGC
has strengthened relationships with major
donors and employs a full time Director of
Development. One of the position’s tasks is
to keep donors informed of organizational
progress in community redevelopment.
HFHGC leadership and staff have noticed
an increase in large or “transformational”
donations since the organization became a
mixed income, intergenerational community
developer. For example, the Kluge Foundation
and AARP Foundation have become major
donors to the redevelopment project. Donors
are enthusiastic about the opportunity to
build and transform neighborhoods and
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Grants

AARP Foundation awarded a grant of
$1,195,000 with support from the John
W. Kluge Foundation to design, create,
and sustain a vibrant community center
within Sunrise Park. Another grant, in the
amount of $400,000, was procured from
an anonymous local foundation whose
Environmentally Sustainable Affordable
Design (ESAD) program promotes the
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incorporation of sustainable development
into the design and construction of
affordable residential housing. Funding
from this local foundation was used to
incorporate leading-edge green strategies
and technologies at Sunrise Park,
including the first pervious public streets
in the City of Charlottesville. The funding
enabled HFHGC leadership to implement
ecologically sustainable strategies in a
financially viable manner, without adding
to the mortgage burden for HFHGC
partner families or taxing HFHGC’s other
financial resources. (Green strategies and
technologies are expanded upon in Section
VIII: Adaptable and Green Design.)

Land Sales
At the time of publication in 2013, fourteen
single family attached home lots had sold
to for-profit builders or to individuals.
At an average of $60,000 per lot, the
total revenues for these lot sales are
approximately $840,000. Additionally,
HFHGC developed a mixed-use lot opposite
the Promise Keeper rental building that

was priced at $600,000 in 2012. As part
of the Planned Unit Development (PUD),
this lot is zoned as mixed-use, with up to
nineteen residential units and 5,000 square
feet of commercial space allowable. The
net revenues on these market rate lot sales
are therefore estimated at approximately
$1.45 million. In addition, HFHGC Partner
Family single-family lots are included in
their mortgages at $60,000 per lot, adding
another $960,000 in anticipated revenue.
Finally, the Promise Keeper building sits
on land valued at $600,000. Overall, gross
land sales at Sunrise Park are projected
to be slightly more than $2.8 million, or
just under the total land-related expenses,
including acquisition, entitlement,
rehousing and construction. Once all land
is sold and properties are developed,
HFHGC will roughly break even on the
land deal, but will gain significant assets in
mortgages and buildings.
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Financial Loan
In addition to a capital campaign to help
fund the Promise Keeper building, HFHGC
secured a $1.2 million dollar construction
loan from Wells Fargo, previously known
as Wachovia Bank. The bank had been a
long-time financial partner with HFHGC and
understood the organization was well-run
and free of major financial debt. Wells
Fargo lenders believed in the creation of
affordable housing stock in the City and
wanted to support the HFHGC vision of a
vibrant, mixed income level community. Yet,
ultimately, they made the loan based on
sound underwriting standards.
At the time of the Wells Fargo investment,
HFHGC donors had already contributed
enough capital into the project to allow
the loan to cover the remaining costs of the
Promise Keeper building. The Wells Fargo
loan is collateralized by the lots that HFHGC
developed for sale within Sunrise Park.
According to Charlottesville’s Wells Fargo
Business Banking Manager, Joe Raichel,
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the plan HFHGC presented worked, in
part, because it was self-reliant. The
redevelopment project was designed to fund
itself over time, rather than necessitating
continuous large donor funding drives in
the future. The Wells Fargo banking team
understood that HFHGC could repay the
loan through lot sales within Sunrise Park.
Additionally, HFHGC worked with the Virginia
Housing Development Authority (VHDA), a
nonprofit organization created in Virginia in
1972, to help first-time home buyers attain
quality affordable housing by providing upfront cash for the Partner Family mortgages
that they service on behalf of HFHGC.
Within this “zero-equivalency” arrangement,
HFHGC Partner Families make payments
based on zero interest, but HFHGC pays 3%
to VHDA in exchange for borrowing up to
60% of the amount of the first mortgage.
These loans, amortized by Partner Family
mortgage payments, allowed HFHGC to
effectively accelerate the return on the
“Fund for Humanity” and continue to build
Partner Family homes.
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Financial Plan
Community Results’ Principal, Don Franco,
launched the Sunrise Park development
project with a Pro Forma, which is a closely
budgeted plan that projects all expenses
for the full redevelopment. Items critical
to redevelopment planning, such as land

purchase costs, construction materials, and
mobile home relocation and removal, were
included in early iterations of the Pro Forma.
The document was designed to evolve with
the redevelopment process. Below is a
synopsis of the Pro Forma HFHGC followed:

SUNRISE PRO FORMA

Original Budget $

Revised Budget $

Income
Net Sales Income

2,540,325

2,826,522

Expenses

Total Expenses

Net

Original Land Purchase

1,400,000

1,000,000

Additional Land Purchase and Related Expenses

---

626,252

Site Infrastructure

615,234

711,980
227,500
216,537
82,118

Green Infrastructure
Planning/Engineering/Approvals
Mobile home Relocation & Removal

109,000
105,000

Interest

170,175

---

Administration

345,065

189,634

2,744,474

3,054,022

-204,149

-227,500
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In the previous table, the category of “net
sales income” represents the sale of market
rate lots to for-profit builders and developers.
Site infrastructure expenses, including the
costs for clearing the mobile home park
land, grading land for building development,
creating drainage and land erosion control,
sewer and water lines, and concrete, pervious
concrete and paving are listed. Income for
green infrastructure expenses such as the
creation of rain gardens with rain barrels
and networked underground irrigation
systems, as well as new plantings within the
redeveloped Sunrise Park, are not reflected
in the Pro Forma; these expenses were
covered by local grant funding that supports
sustainable architecture and living. Expenses
such as planning and engineering costs and
mobile home relocation and removal are
itemized separately.
The original financial model was based
on the premise that HFHGC would earn a
profit through the sale of market rate lots.
Although, on the surface, the initial Pro
Forma indicates a loss to HFHGC for building
and construction, it does not account for the
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income that HFHGC realizes through Partner
Family mortgages and eventual disposition of
Sunrise Park assets. Further, the Pro Forma
does not account for other forms of revenue
outside of real estate, such as grants and
donations. The actual net loss represented is
equal to the cost of green infrastructure and
was offset by a grant from a local foundation.
The money allocated towards interest in
the original budget was offset by HFHGC
leadership’s approach to funding the project
by using existing equity to avoid taking on
additional financial loans.
After generating the Pro Forma, several
site visits, extensive resident input, and an
analysis of local housing needs, HFHGC
submitted a rezoning application to the City
of Charlottesville that had an anticipated mix
of nine deeply affordable rentals, twenty-two
Habitat homes, and thirty to thirty-five
market rate homes. The HFHCG staff and
board leadership believed that this mixture
would make the community attractive to
market rate buyers and create the mixed
income level community they desired.
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CHECKLIST
DEVELOPING A FINANCIAL PLAN
Several aspects of a financial plan are critical when an organization is making the decision to
undertake this type of redevelopment project. It is recommended that an organization have
all three of the following checklist items in place before pursuing a large-scale redevelopment
project.






ORGANIZATION IS SELF-RELIANT.
The purchasing organization is free of major financial debt, has a history of balancing
organizational finances, and appropriating incoming and outgoing funds. Purchasing
organizations should have a reasonable plan in place to repay any financial loans or lines
of credit extended to purchase the mobile home park without relying on donor funding.
RELATIONSHIP WITH A LOCAL FINANCIAL LENDER.
A local financial lender will be more likely to accept the risk of a large financial loan if
the lending and purchasing organizations have a pre-established relationship.
FUNDING SOURCES ARE DIVERSIFIED.
Planning to fund the redevelopment via sales from land development, local government,
housing authority assistance, some donor gifts, and grant funding reduces excessive
reliance on any one funding source and presents a stronger financial plan to potential
lenders.
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Over time, Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Charlottesville restructured staff roles and
responsibilities to be poised for effective
implementation of the redevelopment plan.
This included altering development and
construction responsibilities as well as
allocating resources to support the renewed
emphasis on resident engagement.

KÙ¦Ä®þã®ÊÄ½Öã®½®ãù
Creating Flexibility and
Adapting to New Role
HFHGC leadership understood that its New
Paradigm necessitated a new organizational
structure, as the team transitioned over
time from building individual family
homes to developing entire resident
communities within neighborhoods. The
HFHGC leadership and staff recognized

the boldness of taking on a project as
large as the Sunrise Park redevelopment
and understood the need to enhance their
organizational ability to provide better
services to families, to achieve a greater
level of construction and development
proficiency, and to cultivate for-profit
partnerships. As a grassroots organization,
in which volunteers conduct many of the
administrative and building tasks, HFGHC
needed to adapt its organizational structure
to ensure consistency of personnel and
enhance its construction capacity during
this longer-term development project, while
remaining true to its core mission of building
partnerships with low-income families and
volunteers. HFHGC Executive Director, Dan
Rosensweig stated:
“When you take on a very complex
project like Sunrise Park, you need
to professionalize, so some of the
responsibilities naturally had to shift
from volunteers to staff. We had to focus
internally, create clear definition of roles,
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clear job descriptions, clear chains of
authority, and establish a more transparent
and understandable relationship among
board members, committee members, and
among staff members themselves.”
–Dan Rosensweig, HFHGC Executive Director
As part of the transition, several HFHGC
staff members accepted additional work
responsibilities. Notably, the HFHGC
Special Projects Director was promoted to
the position of Deputy Director, and was
tasked with supervising the logistics of
the transition from Sunrise Trailer Court to
a mixed income community. The Deputy
Director became highly involved in resident
engagement activities and worked closely
on elements of construction management
with the Director of Construction.
According to staff involved in the
organizational changes at the time, belief
in HFHGC’s mission to create affordable
housing options for people in need, and
willingness to work together under the
leadership of their Executive Director, as
well as visible signs of progress, made
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shifting work roles and expectations a
reasonable path for them to take.

Utilizing Volunteers
When HFHGC shifted from construction
of simple single-family homes to the
development of communities with multilevel and attached buildings, some of the
activities conducted by inexperienced
volunteers during single-family home
construction, such as steep-pitch roofing
and installation of mechanical systems, were
now more efficiently and safely conducted
by skilled volunteers when possible, and by
paid subcontractors when necessary.
Throughout this transition, the HFHGC
team understood the importance of utilizing
volunteers in order to reduce construction
costs and cultivate support within the
community. Having a large site to work on
allowed Habitat to redirect several of their
large groups of volunteers to neighborhoodscale activities, such as preparing the site,
planting in the common areas, and laying
stone paths. All along they saw the need to
keep safety concerns and overall costs in
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the forefront of the process. As HFHGC’s
Director of Construction, Steven Luck, said:
“The faster we are able to build, the less
overhead we spend on each house, which
brings our cost down. This means partner
families pay less, or we can go further with
our grant or donation money.”
– Steven Luck, HFHGC Director of
Construction

Knowing the Organizational
Board
As with most Habitat for Humanity affiliates,
the organization gained its start and
expanded services due to the exceptional
commitment of time and energy donated by
members of a hands-on Board of Directors.
After the purchase of Sunrise Trailer Court
in 2004, much of the responsibility for daily
operational tasks that had previously fallen
to volunteer Board and committee members
had to be transitioned to an augmented
staff. For example, where site selection,
entitlements, material procurement, and
volunteer recruitment and organization
were appropriate volunteer activities for an
affiliate building one home per year, as the

organizational charge evolved over time, with
the goal of building as many as twenty homes
per year, the original organizational structure
created limitations.
In preparation for the development of
Sunrise Park, the Board began to gradually
transition away from a working board,
conducting or overseeing daily operations,
to one focused on strategic governance. A
new Executive Director, Dan Rosensweig,
was hired in 2009 when Overton McGehee
left HFHGC affiliate to lead Habitat’s state
support organization in Richmond, Virginia.
Rosensweig worked with successive Board
chairs Lynne Conboy, Melba Campbell,
and Jeanne McCusker, as well as Vice
Chair, Kakie Brooks, to cultivate new
Board members whose professional skills,
associations, and expertise would be
beneficial to the HFHGC pursuit of goals
corresponding to the New Paradigm.
Professional affiliations of Board members
added since 2009 included real estate
attorneys, a land planner, fundraisers,
a nonprofit organizational development
expert, a banker, an immigration attorney,
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and a pastor to assist with faith-based
relations. Additionally, an Advisory Council
of prominent individuals in the community
was reconstituted and reinvigorated to

help engage diverse constituencies and
raise awareness of HFHGC’s mission in the
community.

Steps to Take: Building Organizational Preparedness
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Steps to Take

Why This Information Is Useful

1. Assess organization and staff
abilities and preparedness to take
on a project the size and scope of
mobile home park redevelopment.

Creates understanding of whether reorganization is needed
in order to maintain resident relationships, family service
activities, and develop new construction and development
partnerships and strategic community relationships.

2. Assess volunteer capabilities
and interest in building and
construction within the new
housing structures.

Shift volunteer roles as necessary, so they may continue to
safely participate without delaying housing construction.
Hire for-profit builders and contractors to perform complex
tasks that volunteers cannot adequately or safely perform.

3. Evaluate functioning of
organizational board.

The board may benefit from moving away from a focus
on administrative and management matters to strategic
governance and oversight. This may include serving as a
community emissary for the project, fund raising, strategic
planning and policy, governance of the organization’s
Executive Director, and fiduciary oversight.
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As they began to implement redevelopment
plans, HFHGC staff found that early and
frequent contact with residents was
critical to keeping individuals informed
and engaged with the redevelopment
process. Meeting with residents, listening
to their hopes, fears, and aspirations for
the redeveloped neighborhood, sharing
building and construction updates, and
mutually deciding upon expectations for the
new Sunrise Park community helped build
a trusting and lasting partnership between
HFHCG staff and residents. The process
of engaging residents transformed the
redevelopment into a shared community
project that HFHGC and residents were
creating together.


Ä¦¦®Ä¦ZÝ®ÄãÝ
HFHGC leadership and staff began the
process of resident engagement by
scheduling community meetings with the

promise of a meal and redevelopment
updates for attending residents.
Within months of beginning the
resident engagement process, HFHGC
Deputy Director and staff designed a
comprehensive plan for engaging residents
every step of the way during the first year
of redevelopment (see Appendix 1).
After a few community meetings, the
HFHGC Volunteer Manager reached out to
a faculty member, Peter Ochs, Professor
of Religious Studies at the University of
Virginia, for ideas to further enrich the
residents’ experience. Ochs designed a
series of community involvement meetings
geared towards hearing residents’ voices.
The meetings were designed to allow
residents to share their personal narratives
regarding the process of redevelopment
and their ideas about living in the newly
developing community.
Most long-time and new Sunrise Park
residents participated in these community
meetings, led by Dr. Ochs and his students
and attended by HFHGC staff. Eleven
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residents shared their responses to such
questions as:
x

What does a home mean to you?

x

x

What do you seek in a new home and
community?

Shared open space for children to
play and residents to visit;

x

Space for a community garden;

x

Streets designed to reduce speeding
and promote walkability;

x

A common community center area
with a large kitchen for communal
cooking and meals;

x

Resident-led intergenerational
programming; and

x

Space for computer stations.

x

How did you come to be involved
with Habitat for Humanity?

This unique opportunity to share their
stories in their own voices increased the
level of resident involvement and trust at
Sunrise Park. Over time, these meetings
became a regular part of the rhythm of
residents’ lives, and they began to report
increased investment in the new community,
including a stronger sense of ownership and
responsibility.
HFHGC staff listened to the resident input
and began to make design choices around
themes that arose from resident’s hopes
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and desires for the new community. These
included:

Engaging in effective organizing and
outreach to residents was critical to a
successful transition to redevelopment.
HFHGC staff remain convinced that planning
and participating in resident involvement
activities represented the most reliable
means of assuring that the redevelopment
agenda was connected to the genuine needs
of mobile home park residents.
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Sunrise Trailer Court residents were
considered invaluable assets to the
process of redevelopment design and
implementation, as they brought the
following resources to the project:18
 Local information. Residents
possessed a deep understanding of
the neighborhood and the community
needs, assets, and history.
 Mobilization capacity. Residents
had established relationships and
channels of communication, and
were able to reach other community
members who were less open to
more formal, organizational outreach.
 Political influence. When the initial
fear of losing their homes became
an issue, some residents decided
to fight back. They claimed the
attention of housing developers and
local government officials.
 Trust and empowerment. As
residents became more visibly
engaged, trust in HFHGC spread.
Local interest and enthusiasm was

mobilized, and public organizations
and private citizens were increasingly
motived to become involved.

^ãÙã¦®Ý¥ÊÙZÝ®Äã
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HFHGC leaders and staff members learned
early on that communication could not be
sporadic or residents’ enthusiasm would
wane, and fear of losing their homes or
becoming homeless would resume. As
mobile home owner and Sunrise Park
resident, Marion Dudley remarked:
“It took so long to actually start the process.
We were sitting back wondering if something
was going to happen and the bottom would
fall out and we’d be gone. You know that
was tearing at a nerve, something terrible…
I just wanted the knowledge that I wasn’t
going to be left homeless. That I would have
an affordable place to move that was secure
and safe.”19
—Marion Dudley, Sunrise Park “Promise
Keeper” Resident
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Keeping residents informed during every
phase of the process was critical to
assuaging fears that residents would be
left without a home. Beyond participation
in the University of Virginia seminar,
HFHGC scheduled monthly informational
meetings for all residents and distributed
flyers and monthly newsletters to share
timelines and schedules, with the proviso
that timelines might vary, and urging
patience and involvement. Further, HFHGC
frequently shared the progress of the
Sunrise Park redevelopment with local news
organizations, which kept residents, as well
as other interested parties, informed during
the lengthy process. As HFHGC Partner
Family member, Beverly Anderson, stated:
“When you read it in the newspaper and
see something about Sunrise Park on the
web, it helps the process of seeing this is
happening.”20
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Steps to Take: Engaging and
Empowering Residents
HFHCG found that frequent communication
with residents and the provision of multiple
channels for residents to communicate
with HFHCG and each other were
essential to retaining trust and enthusiasm
and collecting the input necessary for
the success of the project. Internally,
staff committed to clear and honest
communication. If they did not know the
answer to a question, they would say so,
and would commit to coming back to the
residents with an answer once they had
one. Often the process required holding a
board-level discussion to create new policies
as the new approach to redevelopment was
executed.
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Steps to Take

Why This Information Is Useful

1. Send all residents an informational flyer early on in the
redevelopment process. Flyer should include: a) likely
elements of the redeveloped community, b) a proposed
timeline for when changes will occur, c) how the
changes will likely occur, and d) anticipated supports in
place to assist residents. *

Provides residents with a clear overview
of the “who, what, where, when, and
how” of redevelopment. Residents
are primed for informed responses
during the first resident engagement or
community-wide meeting.

2. Create a monthly newsletter that tracks progress and
includes news from residents, evolving timelines, and
contact information for interested neighbors. Insert
newsletter in property management mailings to current
residents.

Provides a sense of momentum and
progress to the community surrounding
redevelopment and clear points of
contact for those with questions.
Prevents a resident “information
vacuum” in which resident fear and
anxiety is heightened.

3. Use social media such as Facebook and Twitter to
communicate special news and updates.

Connects residents to current time
redevelopment schedule, celebrations,
and delays.

4. Offer multiple access points and opportunities for
residents to speak openly and authentically, such
as: participation in leadership training and service
as resident leaders and liaisons, attendance at
development meetings and public forums, and voicing
opinions with local media.

Allows flexibility for residents to
participate at whatever level they
choose.

5. Provide consistent, high-quality translation services at
all resident meetings.

Provides an equal playing field for
participation for residents who are not
proficient in English.
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Steps to Take

Why This Information Is Useful

6. Track questions by theme and date of inquiry.

Provides a means to monitor trends,
understand what is on residents’
minds, determine when additional
communication is needed, and prioritize
urgent time-sensitive issues.

7. Establish clear roles, boundaries, and expectations. Be
clear about expectations for resident participation and
act accordingly.

All parties will know what to expect
of one another and the possibility of
disillusionment later in the process is
diminished.

8. Create a Community Advisory Committee comprised
of staff and board leadership, representative residents,
stakeholders, and service providers who may help with
the transition.

Committee members can help identify
needs and facilitate connections to the
services that residents may need during
the transition, from social services
support to logistical and moving
assistance.

9. Measure and evaluate levels of resident engagement
during each phase of the redevelopment process.

Ongoing measurement reduces the
possibility of pushing aside resident
engagement when other pressures
arise.

10. Respect residents’ unique competencies, skills, and
talents. Ask residents to use individual skills and assets
to enhance the quality of the redeveloped community.

By understanding and valuing residents’
unique circumstances and skills,
residents are more likely to develop
and exercise their leadership skills and
talents throughout the process.
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* A sample resident engagement and informational flyer, appropriate to share with residents early
on in the redevelopment process, is included:

THE NEW DEVELOPMENT AT XXX MOBILE HOME PARK
WHAT ARE SOME LIKELY ELEMENTS OF THE NEW DEVELOPMENT?
 A community with a high level of resident involvement and cooperation
 Shared indoor and outdoor spaces for the enjoyment of all residents, such as meeting
spaces and community gardens
 A more densely populated neighborhood
 A diverse mix of cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds among residents
 A blend of commercial and residential properties and a mix of rental and home ownership
opportunities
 A safe, caring, and welcoming community
 An “intentional community” with shared values, community guidelines, and resident
responsibilities for volunteering for the good of the community

WHEN WILL WE LIKELY SEE CHANGES?
 Organization doesn’t anticipate breaking ground prior to 20XX (this is subject to change)
 Organization staff will be engaging current residents and discussing your plans with you
this year
 Your information will inform Organization’s planning for the redevelopment of the area
 How will these changes likely take place?
 A group of resident volunteers will be selected to help guide the redevelopment process
and share information with you
 Organization will employ a staff person to help with this process
 Organization may ask you a few questions to determine your interest in staying and how
you would like to participate in the redevelopment process
 If you would like to stay, we will ask you more detailed questions to determine what is
possible

WHY DO WE NEED THIS INFORMATION?
 For those who would like to own their own homes, you will need to meet Organization’s
financial and sweat equity requirements
 For those who will continue renting, Organization will need to know what you can afford
and your future plans
 For those who do not wish to stay at the new development, Organization would like to know
how we can help facilitate healthy housing options elsewhere
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As part of their mission, the HFHGC
organization is committed to working
with families and individuals who face
intransigent poverty. Families dealing with
a history of very poor credit or extreme
poverty enter the Habitat Partner Family
two-phase program, in which they are first
assigned a financial counselor with whom
they meet weekly to help create a budget
and who assists them in creating and
planning a savings account to prepare for
home ownership. Once HFHGC Partners’
credit issues begin to resolve, families start
earning “sweat equity” via volunteer hours
toward the eventual purchase of their home.
The subsequent phase of the process has
families and individuals participating in
homebuyers’ education classes, working
to establish good credit, developing a
spending plan, and learning about the
responsibilities associated with having a
mortgage. Habitat for Humanity counselors
review home maintenance information with
HFHGC partner families, including: energy
costs, appropriate ranges for heating and
cooling the home, conserving water, and
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checking for water and gas leaks. Volunteer
family advocates work closely with each
partner family to ensure that families are fully
informed and prepared for forthcoming home
ownership.
As one HFHGC Partner Family member,
Cheri Greene, stated:
“We learned a lot about mortgages, home
inspection, and how to maintain our homes.
We also had to report to [the housing
counselor] once a month to manage our
money. He put us on a tight budget and
taught us how to save money. You always
have to save money for a rainy day, but we
had to save up our closing costs too. We
couldn’t go into any major debt.”21
—Cheri Greene, Habitat Partner Family
Member
HFHGC staff worked to instill values in
partner families as they become first-time
homeowners. As HFHGC Family Services
Manager, Shelley Cole said:
“When you’re a homeowner, you have to be
responsible for maintenance. If the water
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heater breaks, you’re the one responsible
for calling the plumber and replacing the
water heater. You need to plan ahead and
figure that in 25 years you’re going to have to
replace the roof, and that’s a major expense.
So, are you ready to start setting a little
bit aside every month so that you have a
maintenance account and money saved up to
do those things?”22
—Shelley Cole, HFHGC Family Services
Manager
HFHGC’s two-phase program demonstrates
the organizational commitment to working
with families and individuals who struggled
to improve their credit. This approach
reflects the leadership’s belief that lack
of credit is a primary causal factor in
generational, as opposed to situational,
poverty. As HFHGC Executive Director, Dan
Rosensweig stated:
“If your credit is holding you back but you
have a willingness to partner and a desire to
make a better life for yourself, we’re going to
stand side by side with you for as long as it
takes you to get over the hump.”
—Dan Rosensweig, HFHGC Executive
Director

Families or individual residents may have
other concerns, including difficulty speaking
or understanding English or the terminology
related to improving credit scores and
financing a mortgage. At Southwood
Mobile Home Park, HFHGC hired a bilingual
(English and Spanish speaking) Community
Coordinator to assist with local services
and assistance, including filling out the
necessary paperwork to qualify for fuel or
emergency assistance, enrolling in health
insurance programs, and obtaining special
school services for families with children.
The Community Coordinator assists
residents in accessing community programs
and services, helping to reduce feelings
of isolation, and promoting friendship
and social interaction among community
members.
Within Sunrise Park, HFHGC hired a
Community Coordinator to work with
residents, involving them in neighborhood
meetings, community center events, and
Home Owners Association (HOA) meetings.
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In addition, a Maintenance Coordinator
position was created to maintain the
common areas and “big backyard” within
Sunrise Park. The Maintenance Coordinator
has primary responsibility for the day-today upkeep of Sunrise Park. The principal
functions of the position include resolving
issues involving water and sewage service,
electrical service, road repair, trees and leaf
removal, and trash collection. The Sunrise
Park Maintenance Coordinator is on-call via
cell phone on weekends and evenings, in
case of emergencies.
To fill this position, HFHGC leadership
identified a resident Partner Family member,
living within Sunrise Park, who met the
requirements for a Maintenance Coordinator
and who had already established positive
relationships with other Sunrise Park
residents. See Appendices for job
descriptions for the Community Coordinator
(Appendix 2) and the Maintenance
Coordinator (Appendix 3).
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CHECKLIST
INFORMING AND ENGAGING RESIDENTS










REACH OUT TO RESIDENTS BEFORE CONTACTING ORGANIZATIONS.
Start with people in the identified mobile home park, not necessarily the
organizations assisting or involved with the residents. Who are the community
leaders? Leaders are those with followers, not necessarily those who formally
represent groups.
ALLOCATE TIME FOR LISTENING.
Schedule one-on-one meetings to listen without an agenda. The common themes
raised by community leaders constitute an agenda in which the community is
already invested. Redevelopment initiatives benefit from connecting to these
pre-existing themes.
PROVIDE MULTIPLE WAYS FOR RESIDENTS TO BE INVOLVED.
Not all residents want to invest much time in program engagement. Providing
low-cost opportunities for getting involved as well as avenues for more intense
involvement will ensure wider community representation.
SHARE APPROPRIATE DECISION-MAKING POWER WITH RESIDENTS.
Resident engagement implies a move toward a “demand model,” where residents
engage as citizens and consumers to obtain the programs and services they need
and nonprofits serve as a means for bringing residents together.
PROVIDE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
Authentic engagement and voice is enhanced by the availability of leadership
development opportunities and by residents’ opportunities to interact and build
interdependent relationships.
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Leveraging Organizational
Reputation
HFHGC is well known in the City of
Charlottesville as builders of solidly
constructed, affordable, and decent
housing. At the time of Sunrise Park
development, their reputation for effectively
raising and managing funds to assist
lower-income City residents in becoming
homeowners was widely recognized by local
citizens and City government officials alike.
As Dave Norris, former Mayor of the City of
Charlottesville, has said of HGHGC:
“The City of Charlottesville has invested
significantly in Habitat projects in recent
years because they’re doing good work.
It’s a good investment of our housing
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dollars. They’ve demonstrated that they can
take that City money and leverage it with
foundation money, bank money, private
donations, and state money. They’re a good
investment. They’re good at managing their
projects.” — Dave Norris, former Mayor, City
of Charlottesville
As an established nonprofit organization,
HFHGC had several advantages
in implementing the Sunrise Park
redevelopment project. First, HFHGC
reputational capital in the City was firmly
established. HFHGC has strong relationships
with financial institutions, local and national
government officials, and local builders and
contractors. It is known as an organization
that will leverage funds and build quality
housing for community members in need.
HFHGC offers partner families a hand up
and assists them with improving credit
and financial stability. Key redevelopment
partners support and align themselves with
these values.
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HFHGC also had long-term relationships
with local donors who shared the culture
and values of inclusive, mixed income level
neighborhoods that HFHGC promoted in
the City and surrounding communities.
HFHGC committed to maintaining active
communication with donors and witnessed
a rise in significant charitable donations
once they began engaging in community
development. As former HFHGC Director of
Development, Katie Kellet said:
“Fundraising is about relationships. Through
the board and our staff there is a lot of
reaching out to people who have the capacity
to make transformational gifts. Once people
become Habitat donors, they find that their
investment has been a good one and they
continue to want to invest. This requires
personal attention; letting them know the
status of projects, sending pictures and
sending updates.”23
—Katie Kellet, former HFHGC Director of
Development

with the nearby University of Virginia.
HFHGC was able to garner the support of
University faculty and students to enhance
the resident engagement process. For
example, as volunteers, some students
returned to assist Sunrise Park residents
in their move from mobile homes to the
Promise Keeper building.

Building Strategic
Relationships
Strategic relationships with local
government, developers, builders,
contractors, board members, donors,
and volunteers were key to the success
of HFHGC’s redevelopment process. As
an organization, HFHGC relied on preestablished relationships and a positive
organizational reputation when meeting
with local City government to request a
rezoning. As James Tolbert, Director of
Neighborhood Development Services for
the City of Charlottesville said, “the trust
and credibility HFHGC has established is
huge.”

HFHGC had a strong and active base of
volunteers, many of whom were connected
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City planning boards appreciated the
Sunrise Park development process and
supported the value of non-displacement for
residents opting to remain in their homes
during redevelopment. Although Tolbert
indicated that the City would support any
commercial developer with a similar plan
for increased affordable housing stock and
resident non-displacement, HFHGC had
established their reputation as trustworthy
stewards of government funding. City
leaders knew that HFHCG managed their
projects well, kept within budget, and
capitalized on community partnerships to
reduce building costs.
The timing of the economic recession may
have strengthened HFHGC partnerships
with local for-profit builders and developers,
as the downturn in for-profit developments
meant a reduction in development costs
and incentives for builders and contractors
to find viable projects to enhance their
experience and reputation. As Community
Results Managing Partner, Don Franco said:
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“I’m looking at this as sort of a public service.
I’m not making the money I was making
before because it’s a nonprofit project, but
to me it’s building a resume, it’s continuing
to build projects. It feels good. I’m helping to
make the City better.”
–Don Franco, Community Results
Michael O’Donnell, Vice President of CMS
Contractors, with whom HFHGC partnered
to build the Promise Keeper building, echoed
this sentiment:
“There’s the intrinsic good to say you’re
doing a project for a nonprofit. In a perfect
world and in a good economy, we’re building
for the private market place. Things have not
been that busy the last couple of years so,
in that respect, perhaps a contractor’s pain
is a nonprofit gain because we’re willing to
participate and we’re not forgoing another
project that is more profitable.”
—Michael O’Donnell, CMS Contractors
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CHECKLIST
IDENTIFYING AND DEVELOPING
KEY RELATIONSHIPS
An organization’s key relationships include:








Current mobile home park residents
Local City government entities and officials, including community planners
Financial institutions and lenders
Local developers, builders, and contractors
For-profit builders of tax-credit financed low-income replacement housing
Housing Alliance organizations, including local Neighborhood Associations and
Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)





Local Housing Authority, if one exists
Donors and volunteers (for nonprofit organizations)
Adjacent neighbors
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Sunrise Park architect, Steven von Storch,
designed the buildings at Sunrise Park
to reflect HFHGC’s vision of a modern,
accessible, multi-generational community.
Sunrise Park family and market rate
single-family attached homes are designed
in the traditional Virginia craftsman style,
with large front porches facing into the
established Belmont-Carlton community
and toward the Sunrise Park courtyard area.
HFHGC Partner Family attached homes
are designed with internal flexibility to
accommodate an additional room for larger
families; market rate attached homes have a
design option for additional loft space.
All building designs are be subject to the
HFHGC architectural review board to
ensure architectural consistency within
the Sunrise Park neighborhood. Beyond
this, HFHGC sold lots to a local builder
who, in exchange for favorable financing
terms, agreed to build and sell homes that
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are indistinguishable from Habitat homes
to market rate buyers. This ensures that a
passerby would not be able to differentiate
between supported and market rate
housing. By simplifying building aspects
of construction and repeating the same
housing pattern with minor differences,
HFHGC staff and volunteers have been
able to build more quickly and save money
in housing production without creating a
“cookie cutter” community. A large range
of exterior finishes and details makes each
home appear unique.
Flexible architecture allows for different
family size in HFHGC partner families
and internal design options for market
rate builders, while keeping street-level
consistency. The HFHGC team wanted to
garner market rate buyers’ enthusiasm
for high-quality home construction. To
do so, they made adjustments to HFHGC
traditional building standards and improved
quality in home finishes. Despite the
additional cost, upgraded porch detailing
was added and housing trim was upgraded
to improve the visual appearance of
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Sunrise Park. To balance the additional
cost of the exteriors, housing foundations
were built with less expensive concrete
instead of brick materials. Community
Results Principal, Don Franco, explains the
differences between HFHGC traditional
home building standards and the modern,
flexible architectural design for Sunrise
Park housing:
“HFHGC had a reputation of building units
that don’t look like market rate units. That’s
a nice way to say they’re pretty plain and
simple, and look like affordable housing.
With Sunrise Park we tried to create a
model with a building prototype that was
production-oriented, easily repeatable,
and the skin of the building, the outside
architecture, could change to give it a
different look.”
—Don Franco, Community Results
Using a flexible building prototype that
is easy to replicate helped accelerate
the building schedule, saving significant
overhead and allowing more families to
move into their homes quickly.

Although this production strategy
significantly reduced the time it took
to complete each home, the pace of
redevelopment was slowed somewhat by
the decision to incorporate ecologically
sustainable pervious concrete roads and
sidewalks within Sunrise Park. The concrete
is highly porous and is designed to allow
rain and storm-water to pass directly
through it, thereby eliminating runoff and
allowing water to flow back into the ground
underneath the road. Pervious concrete is
traditionally used in areas with light traffic,
residential streets, and pedestrian walkways
as an important low environmental impact
development technique.24 The creation
of these alternative roads and sidewalks
delayed the establishment of the community
outdoor space, an asset valuable to Sunrise
Park residents and market rate purchasers
touring the property. However, it helped
Sunrise Park set a standard for the City of
Charlottesville by creating the first public
pervious roads in the City’s history.
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HFHGC leadership and staff had been
committed to green building and design,
building to a minimum of EarthCraft
standards in all their projects.25 EarthCraft
is a green building certification program
serving six southeastern states, including
Virginia, affected by high heat, humidity,
and temperature fluctuations. EarthCraft
serves as a blueprint for energy, water,
and resource-efficient homes. Homes
certified as EarthCraft meet a number of
criteria, including indoor air quality, energy
and water efficiency, resource-conscious
design and building materials, and waste
management to ensure sustainable, efficient
design and function.26 Within the Sunrise
Park community, substantial grant money
from a local foundation in 2011 funded
the following environmentally sustainable
features, established in addition to the
incorporated EarthCraft standards:
 Porous concrete, to increase
absorption of storm water and
enhance on-site water retention
strategies through pervious
sidewalks and parking areas;

 Upgrades to all windows within the
Promise Keeper building, to maximize
energy efficiency;
 Low maintenance Hardiplank home
siding;
 Construction of rain gardens
throughout the site;
 A networked underground irrigation
system, underground cistern, and
rain barrels, designed to eliminate
dependence upon City water for
maintenance of common spaces and
yards;
 Installation of two small community
parks, containing environmentally
friendly and sustainable playground
materials;
 Upgrades to high efficiency plumbing
and light fixtures; and
 A handbook for all HFHGC units
and affordable rental apartments
detailing all environmentallyfriendly materials and technologies
and providing proper care and
maintenance instructions.

 A licensed engineer to evaluate the
durability and performance of porous
concrete;
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CONCLUSION
Sunrise Park is, at the time of this
publication in 2013, home to sixteen new
Partner Families and eight former residents
of the Sunrise Trailer Court mobile home
park. Adrian Anderson, age 10, will be
the first to tell you how happy he is in his
family’s new home. Adrian’s favorite features
are the kitchen “because we have space to
be together as a family,” the living room,
“because I have somewhere to go and
practice my violin,” and especially his own
room, “I love it! I have pictures of my friends
on the wall, and I even have a window in my
closet!”27
The jewel in the midst of the Sunrise Park
community is an inviting, compassionate,
fun, social, and resident-led community
center, designed to contribute to the
improvement of the overall health and
well-being of this generation and the
next. The community center is a catalyst
for maintaining the strong community
connections within Sunrise Park, and for
encouraging compatible development
and investment in the surrounding
neighborhood.

AARP Foundation and Habitat for Humanity
of Greater Charlottesville hope this guide
will be used by communities across the
United States to replicate the process of
purchasing and redeveloping mobile home
parks to save residents from displacement
and create mixed income communities. By
engaging in the following seven steps toward
successful transformation, more Americans
will have access to affordable housing and
live in a compassionate and connected
diverse and multi-generational community.
1) Community Readiness
2) Diverse and Inclusive Communities
3) Logical and Sensible Business
Approach
4) Strong and Adaptable Organizational
Structure
5) Resident Engagement
6) Partnerships with Key Stakeholders
7) Efficient, Flexible and Green Design
For more information on Sunrise Park, go to
www.cvillehabitat.org.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Comprehensive Plan for Resident Engagement
Mobile Home Park Redevelopment Project
Resident Involvement Program Schedule: Year 1
MONTH 1

Door to door canvassing by Community Coordinator and HFHGC Staff
Community information sessions open to all mobile home park residents (Discuss: core
values, vision, survey/interview and the importance of responding, question and answer
session) – Four meetings in Month 1
Monthly community safety meeting
Form and populate Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
Convene inaugural CAC meeting

MONTH 2

Door to door canvassing by Community Coordinator and HFHGC Staff
Community information sessions for progress update and Q&A – Three sessions in Month 2
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 3

Door to door canvassing by Community Coordinator and HFHGC Staff
Community information sessions for progress update and Q&A – Two sessions in Month 3
Monthly community safety meeting
Quarterly Community Advisory Committee meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 4

Community information sessions open to all mobile home park residents for progress update
and Q&A – Two meetings in Month 4
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 5

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress report
and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed
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MONTH 6

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Quarterly Community Advisory Committee meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 7

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 8

Community information on session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 9

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Quarterly Community Advisory Committee meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 10

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed

MONTH 11

Community information session open to all mobile home park residents for progress
report and Q&A
Monthly community safety meeting
Monthly newsletter distributed
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Appendix 2: Sunrise Park Community Coordinator Job Description
The Sunrise Park Community Coordinator job description includes the following
responsibilities:
PROPERTY	
  MANAGEMENT
x Issue leases and ensure maximum understanding of and adherence to rules and
regulations
x

Uniformly apply the rules and regulations of the Virginia Tenant Act and the Fair
Housing Laws as they pertain to Sunrise Park operations

x

Keep residents informed of all Sunrise Park policies through proper and thorough
communication

x

Effectively collect and track rent/utility payments, maintain resident history files on
current occupants, track ongoing issues and actions taken

x

Effectively supervise Maintenance Coordinator to ensure timely, effective, and
thorough response to maintenance issues; track all maintenance requests and
activities through detailed computer records and review all incoming invoices for
maintenance services rendered

x

Respond to “after hours” maintenance emergencies

x

Maintain accuracy of late payment and overdue balance lists

x

Handle petty cash and remit monthly expenditure reports

x

Perform deposits in a timely manner with detailed recordkeeping

x

Draft and send complaint notices when appropriate

x

Review on-site vehicles to ensure they meet City requirements; give notice to those
lacking proper stickers, plates, or parked illegally; coordinate with towing service
when appropriate
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x

Develop, maintain, and communicate evacuation plan to residents of multi-family
building

x

Schedule availability for on-call nights and weekends for emergencies

COMMUNITY	
  COORDINATION	
  &	
  PROGRAMMING
x Create and manage a network of volunteer advocates to participate meaningfully in the
lives of Sunrise Park residents
x

Conduct outreach with residents and hold regular office hours to insure that residents
are connected to necessary services and support and to foster greater understanding
and communication

x

Develop efficient strategies to effectively link Sunrise Park residents to existing social
service resources without duplicating or re-creating services

x

Coordinate and communicate Sunrise Park programming schedule for Sunrise Park
residents and with existing local service providers

x

Plan and coordinate community events

x

Write and distribute monthly Sunrise Park newsletter

x

Maximize community center as resource in the lives of Sunrise Park residents

x

Promote collaborative work on issues of concern for residents

HOME	
  OWNERS’	
  ASSOCIATION	
  ADMINISTRATION
x Coordinate annual housing voucher paperwork
x

Enforce Home Owner’s Association (HOA) rules and regulations throughout Sunrise Park

OTHER
x Assist HFHGC Development staff and other agencies in applying for funding to support
Sunrise Park
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x

Ensure Sunrise Park office and Community Center are appropriately stocked with
necessary supplies at all times

x

Coordinate other duties as assigned by HFHGC Deputy Director

Appendix 3: Sunrise Park Maintenance Coordinator Job Description
The Sunrise Park Maintenance Coordinator job description includes the following prerequisite
requirements and job responsibilities:

PREREQUISITE	
  REQUIREMENTS:
x

Ability to communicate effectively with subcontractors and service providers at the
direction of Community Coordinator

x

Basic familiarity with tools

x

Ability to be on one’s feet for extended periods of time, often in severe weather
conditions such as heat or cold

x

Strong discretion and judgment

x

Ability to work effectively and compassionately with low-income residents

x

Ability to develop and maintain effective working relationships with volunteers,
colleagues and Board and committee members

x

Sensitivity to the needs of people from multiple cultures and backgrounds

x

Flexibility to work evenings and weekends

x

Commitment to Habitat for Humanity’s mission of service to others and to lending a
hand to community members enmeshed in generational, housing poverty

x

Sensitivity to the needs of people from multiple cultures and backgrounds

x

Positive, “can do” personality
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RESPONSIBILITIES:
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x

Interact with sub-contracted maintenance services including plumbers, electricians, tree
service, road maintenance, and trash removal providers

x

Track all maintenance requests and activities through detailed computer records in
coordination with Community Coordinator

x

Respond to resident electrical and plumbing inquiries when they are the responsibility of
HFHGC to handle/manage

x

Perform grass cutting and weed control throughout Sunrise Park

x

Coordinate trash service for condo building and community center

x

Staff community center at direction of Community Coordinator

x

Respond to “after hours” maintenance emergencies

x

Perform maintenance activities as needed

x

Support special events, such as Partner Family dedications or Blitz Build, as necessary

x

Is on-call nights and weekends for emergencies and will arrange for a substitute when
on vacation or otherwise unavailable.

x

Other duties as assigned by Community Coordinator
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